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calling all flower enthusiasts this is the ultimate flower quiz with answers to ignite your curiosity and deepen your
knowledge about the fascinating world of flowers dive into an array of questions on flowers ranging from fun trivia to
hard hitting facts the ultimate flowers quiz are you an aspiring floriculturist think popular blooms festive flowers
floral facts and scientific names for inspiration to ace our free flowers quiz you ll find 50 questions divided into 5
rounds so gather around for some blooming marvellous quizzing flowers are great gifts by nature for humans learn
more about them with the following 45 flower quiz questions and answers time to stop smelling the roses and test
your floral knowledge with these flower quiz questions and answers maybe pick a four leaf clover first for luck also if
you have green fingers then learn more fun facts about plants here bright bold and beautiful flowers are the perfect
finishing touch to any garden or yard look stunning in vases and are the ideal gift for a loved one but how much do
you know about them test your knowledge in our super fun flower trivia do you know the names of the biggest
smallest rarest and most expensive flowers in the world come to find out and test your knowledge flower quiz with
questions and answers for your quizzes awesome 30 questions on roses perennials daffodils and other flower triva
immerse yourself in the vibrant world of blossoms with our interesting image based quiz test your knowledge of
flowers from around the globe each question featuring a stunning image that questions 10 attempts 5 last updated
oct 8 2023 sample question these flowers quiz questions are designed to test your knowledge of the different flower
varieties you may or may not have come across take some of these flowers trivia questions to your next pub quiz or
see how many you can get correct if you think you know your flowers by answering the following flower quiz
questions you will learn a lot of fun facts and interesting facts about flowers the correct answers have also been
provided so you can use this flower trivia in competitive situations at home in the classroom or during your outings
with friends and family kew gardens is home to a huge variety of flowers of all shapes sizes and colours from
ravishing roses to spectacular sakura our blooms are a treat for the eyes how clued up are you on flowers take our
15 question quiz to find out scroll down for the answers good luck fancy yourself a flower lover well there s a quiz on
the internet this one that ll test your knowledge and ability to identify some of the most popular flowers in the world
if you re up to the challenge let s get started can you identify these 40 flowers from an image and a hint by deborah
beckwin 4 min image kenwiedemann e getty images about this quiz there are close to 400 000 species of flowering
plants in the world and this quiz is just going to look at at 0 0001 of them 1 which flower is often associated with
love and romance answer rose 2 which flower is the national flower of japan answer cherry blossom sakura 3 what is
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the birth flower for the month of july answer larkspur and water lily 4 which flower is known for its strong fragrance
and is commonly used in perfumes answer jasmine 5 flowers trivia quiz free trivia questions printable trivia position
your cursor over the question mark found beside each question for the answer which of these flowers is the favorite
of over 80 percent of americans flowers are not just beautiful to look at they are also full of interesting facts and
stories whether you consider yourself a flower enthusiast or just enjoy learning new things a flower trivia quiz is a
fun and engaging way to test your knowledge about these colorful and fascinating plants 4 min image shutterstock
about this quiz can you distinguish aster from anemone or lilac from larkspur in just one glance are you able to
identify any of the 100 plus species of roses from one another without checking the little plant markers by torrance
grey 4 min image xia yuan moment getty images about this quiz flowers they are a relatively late arrival in the plant
world having been preceded by non flowering plants like ferns and coniferous trees until about 130 million years ago
or so the fossil record tells us ultimate flower trivia quiz 1 10 which of these flowers are not native to britain
primrose lily of the valley orchid honeysuckle 2 10 what is the national flower of wales daffodil rose daisy apple
blossom 3 10 what is a posy a type of rose a small bunch of flowers a flower crown a type of daisy advertisement
continue quiz 4 10 round 1 general knowledge a little bit of everything flower related and beyond which flower was
once more costly than gold and has bulbs which can replace onions in some recipes tulips which flower inspired the
william wordsworth poem i wandered lonely as a cloud daffodil
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50 flower quiz questions and answers quiz trivia games May 28 2024 calling all flower enthusiasts this is the
ultimate flower quiz with answers to ignite your curiosity and deepen your knowledge about the fascinating world of
flowers dive into an array of questions on flowers ranging from fun trivia to hard hitting facts
flowers quiz 50 flower trivia questions answers 2024 Apr 27 2024 the ultimate flowers quiz are you an aspiring
floriculturist think popular blooms festive flowers floral facts and scientific names for inspiration to ace our free
flowers quiz you ll find 50 questions divided into 5 rounds so gather around for some blooming marvellous quizzing
45 flower quiz questions and answers blossom we love quizzes Mar 26 2024 flowers are great gifts by nature for
humans learn more about them with the following 45 flower quiz questions and answers
ultimate flower quiz questions and answers 2024 quiz Feb 25 2024 time to stop smelling the roses and test your
floral knowledge with these flower quiz questions and answers maybe pick a four leaf clover first for luck also if you
have green fingers then learn more fun facts about plants here
43 flower trivia questions and answers group games 101 Jan 24 2024 bright bold and beautiful flowers are
the perfect finishing touch to any garden or yard look stunning in vases and are the ideal gift for a loved one but
how much do you know about them test your knowledge in our super fun flower trivia
quiz 71 fascinating trivia questions about flowers Dec 23 2023 do you know the names of the biggest smallest rarest
and most expensive flowers in the world come to find out and test your knowledge
30 awesome flower quiz questions free pub quiz Nov 22 2023 flower quiz with questions and answers for your
quizzes awesome 30 questions on roses perennials daffodils and other flower triva
32 flower quizzes questions answers trivia proprofs Oct 21 2023 immerse yourself in the vibrant world of
blossoms with our interesting image based quiz test your knowledge of flowers from around the globe each question
featuring a stunning image that questions 10 attempts 5 last updated oct 8 2023 sample question
flowers quiz questions the trivia quiz site Sep 20 2023 these flowers quiz questions are designed to test your
knowledge of the different flower varieties you may or may not have come across take some of these flowers trivia
questions to your next pub quiz or see how many you can get correct if you think you know your flowers
50 fun and interesting flower trivia questions kids n clicks Aug 19 2023 by answering the following flower
quiz questions you will learn a lot of fun facts and interesting facts about flowers the correct answers have also been
provided so you can use this flower trivia in competitive situations at home in the classroom or during your outings
with friends and family
quiz are you a flower whizz kew Jul 18 2023 kew gardens is home to a huge variety of flowers of all shapes sizes and
colours from ravishing roses to spectacular sakura our blooms are a treat for the eyes how clued up are you on
flowers take our 15 question quiz to find out scroll down for the answers good luck
the ultimate flower identification quiz howstuffworks Jun 17 2023 fancy yourself a flower lover well there s a
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quiz on the internet this one that ll test your knowledge and ability to identify some of the most popular flowers in
the world if you re up to the challenge let s get started
can you identify these 40 flowers from an image and a hint May 16 2023 can you identify these 40 flowers from an
image and a hint by deborah beckwin 4 min image kenwiedemann e getty images about this quiz there are close to
400 000 species of flowering plants in the world and this quiz is just going to look at at 0 0001 of them
flower trivia questions and answers trivia plane Apr 15 2023 1 which flower is often associated with love and
romance answer rose 2 which flower is the national flower of japan answer cherry blossom sakura 3 what is the birth
flower for the month of july answer larkspur and water lily 4 which flower is known for its strong fragrance and is
commonly used in perfumes answer jasmine 5
flowers trivia quiz free printable trivia questions answers Mar 14 2023 flowers trivia quiz free trivia questions
printable trivia position your cursor over the question mark found beside each question for the answer which of
these flowers is the favorite of over 80 percent of americans
20 flower trivia quiz questions and answers onlineexammaker Feb 13 2023 flowers are not just beautiful to look at
they are also full of interesting facts and stories whether you consider yourself a flower enthusiast or just enjoy
learning new things a flower trivia quiz is a fun and engaging way to test your knowledge about these colorful and
fascinating plants
can you identify these 50 flower types from just one image Jan 12 2023 4 min image shutterstock about this quiz
can you distinguish aster from anemone or lilac from larkspur in just one glance are you able to identify any of the
100 plus species of roses from one another without checking the little plant markers
flower trivia howstuffworks Dec 11 2022 by torrance grey 4 min image xia yuan moment getty images about this
quiz flowers they are a relatively late arrival in the plant world having been preceded by non flowering plants like
ferns and coniferous trees until about 130 million years ago or so the fossil record tells us
the ultimate flowers trivia quiz quiz flowers on beano com Nov 10 2022 ultimate flower trivia quiz 1 10 which
of these flowers are not native to britain primrose lily of the valley orchid honeysuckle 2 10 what is the national
flower of wales daffodil rose daisy apple blossom 3 10 what is a posy a type of rose a small bunch of flowers a flower
crown a type of daisy advertisement continue quiz 4 10
the big flower quiz lily liz Oct 09 2022 round 1 general knowledge a little bit of everything flower related and
beyond which flower was once more costly than gold and has bulbs which can replace onions in some recipes tulips
which flower inspired the william wordsworth poem i wandered lonely as a cloud daffodil
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